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Abstract 
The most important information provided by financial statements is those 
that can help users to evaluate the enterprises’ long-term profitability. The 
relevance and reliability of the information will affect the persistence prospect 
of the current earnings. During the process of recognition and measurement, 
subjectivity has been introduced into the traditional accrual accounting, which 
eventually makes the effect of accounting estimation biases, prudence and 
earnings management almost unavoidable when using GAAP and lowers the 
persistence of earnings. Under the uncertain business circumstances, the 
non-persistence of company growth will also reduce earnings persistence; even 
accounting effect is not taken into consideration. Sloan(1996) found, compared 
with the cash flow section of earnings, accrual accounting and growth have 
more impact on the persistence of the accrual part of earnings. 
By using the data of the Chinese listed companies, this paper has done the 
further research on the reasons that cause the low persistence of accrual section 
of earnings. Our results show that the low persistence phenomenon of accrual 
section of earnings also exists in our capital market, and that investors can not 
distinguish the persistence difference between cash flow section and accrual 
section of earnings. We believe growth has more direct impact on the persistence 
of accrual section of earnings, and that the mean-reverting process of growth is 
more powerful than earnings management to explain the phenomenon of low 
persistence of accrual section. This paper abandons the hypothesis that 
management only manages earnings in one single period, uses the one 
period-ahead abnormal accrual section to control the effect of multiple-period 
earnings management, and revises the classical earnings auto regression model. 
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significant impact on the persistence of earnings and accrual section.  We also 
find that the current positive normal accrual section has positive effect on the 
persistence of accrual section by further studying the growth and earnings 
management behaviors on different growth stages. We try to use merchandise 
behavior to explain this phenomenon, but unfortunately, our hypothesis can only 
get limited support from empirical evidence. 
This dissertation is the first one in China to study the different persistence 
of the earnings components of the Chinese listed companies and investors’ 
valuation of the persistence. This paper provides a theoretical basis that directly 
relates growth with the persistence of accrual section of earnings, and introduces 
the more descriptive hypothesis-multiple-period earnings management-into our 
earnings persistence research. Different from most papers that only focus on the 
“average” persistence of the total sample, this paper has examined the 
cross-sectional difference that affects the persistence of earnings and its accrual 
section, and has noticed the importance of inventory behaviors that affects the 
persistence of accrual section. 
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第 2 章  盈余持续性 
2.1 盈余持续性的重要性 
根据 SFAC 第 1 号《经营性企业财务报告目的》，FASB 认为财务报告
的首要目的是：“为现有和潜在的投资者、债权人以及其他使用者提供其做
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